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primarily due to the ineffective use of the 
entire solar spectrum. [ 1 ]  Multijuction (MJ) 
cells, by contrast, spectrally split sunlight 
into sub-cells with different bandgaps, 
thereby providing pathways to greatly 
improved effi ciencies. [ 6–13 ]  Conventional 
MJ cells require lattice matched or meta-
morphic epitaxial growth of the individual 
sub-cells. In addition, the serially con-
nected sub-cells are constrained by cur-
rent matching since the photocurrent of a 
two-terminal MJ device is determined by 
the smallest current among the sub-cells. 
These considerations constrain options in 
material selection, thereby creating prac-
tical challenges to the growth of more than 
three junctions in high performance cells. 
Our recent work demonstrates the ability 
to use printing techniques to assemble 
microscale, multijunction, multi-terminal 
cells with refractive-index matched inter-

faces, to yield ultrahigh cell and module effi ciencies. [ 13 ]  
 In spite of the promise of such approaches, interfaces that 

are index matched are unable to recycle and extract infrared 
photons needed to approach the detailed balance effi ciency 
limit. [ 14 ]   Figure    1  a illustrates the challenge in a simple example 
of a stack of two sub-cells with a refractive-index matched (high-
index) interface, to minimize interface refl ection losses. The 
high bandgap top cell absorbs photons with energies above its 
bandgap ( hν  1  >  hν  g , where  hν  g  is the bandgap of the top cell), 

 Multijunction (MJ) solar cells have the potential to operate across the entire 
solar spectrum, for ultrahigh effi ciencies in light to electricity conversion. 
Here an MJ cell architecture is presented that offers enhanced capabilities in 
photon recycling and photon extraction, compared to those of conventional 
devices. Ideally, each layer of a MJ cell should recycle and re-emit its own 
luminescence to achieve the maximum possible voltage. This design involves 
materials with low refractive indices as interfaces between sub-cells in the MJ 
structure. Experiments demonstrate that thin-fi lm GaAs devices printed on 
low-index substrates exhibit improved photon recycling, leading to increased 
open-circuit voltages ( V  oc ), consistent with theoretical predictions. Additional 
systematic studies reveal important considerations in the thermal behavior 
of these structures under highly concentrated illumination. Particularly 
when combined with other optical elements such as anti-refl ective coatings, 
these architectures represent important aspects of design for solar cells that 
approach thermodynamic effi ciency limits for full spectrum operation. 
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  1.     Introduction 

 In the past few decades, signifi cant research has sought to 
realize thermodynamic effi ciency limits in different types of 
photovoltaic (PV) cells. [ 1–4 ]  Such efforts are motivated by the 
substantial reductions in the cost of energy with improved PV 
system effi ciencies. [ 5 ]  Single junction cells made using semi-
conductors such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) have a theoretical 
limit in effi ciency of about 33.4% under one sun illumination, 
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while the low bandgap bottom cell absorbs low energy photons 
below the bandgap of the top cell ( hν  2  <  hν  g ). When the top 
cell operates at the open-circuit voltage ( V  oc ), photo-generated 
electron-hole pairs recombine. As described subsequently, most 
(≈99%) of the isotropically emitted photons ( hν  g ) generated by 
radiative recombination are trapped in the stacked device and 
absorbed by the bottom cell. As a result, the decreased external 
luminescent effi ciency due to ineffi cient photon recycling leads 
to a reduced  V  oc  for the top cell. [ 14 ]   

 Here, we propose an MJ cell design that minimizes this 
limitation, through the use of a low-index interface material. 
As shown in Figure  1 b, photons from the top cell ( hν  g ) that 
emit outside the escape cone (at angles greater than the critical 
angle) undergo total internal refl ection, without entering the 
bottom cell where they would be absorbed. The angle averaged 
refl ectance at the low-index interface can be estimated by

    ( )sin d ( )sin d cos
0

2

0
c

c

R R R∫ ∫θ θ θ θ θ θ θ= = +
π θ   (1) 

 where  θ  c  is the critical angle for total internal refl ection at the 
interface (sin /c interface celln nθ = ),  n  interface  and  n  cell  are the refrac-
tive indices of the interface material and the solar cell material, 
respectively, and  R ( θ ) is refl ectance at the interface for light with 
different propagation angles and polarizations, which can be cal-
culated by the transfer-matrix method. This expression indicates 
that R  increases with the difference between the index of the cell 
and the interface material. For the case of a GaAs top cell ( n  cell  = 
3.5) and an air gap interface ( n  interface  = 1.0), R  is ≈98%. A high 
degree of photon recycling can be enabled in this way. The out-
come is an increased external luminescent effi ciency and  V  oc  for 
the top cell. [ 15 ]  At the same time, normally incident low energy 

photons ( hν  2  <  hν  g ) can pass through the interface to reach the 
bottom cell. Anti-refl ective coatings (ARCs) can be used to mini-
mize refl ection losses for low energy photons without affecting 
R for isotropically re-emitted photons, as described subsequently.  

  2.     Results and Discussion 

 The luminescent properties of thin-fi lm semiconductor layers 
on substrates with different refractive indices reveal essen-
tial aspects of the photon recycling processes, as shown in 
 Figure    2  . Here, GaAs-based double heterostructure (DH) thin 
fi lms (100 nm Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As/1000 nm GaAs/100 nm Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As) 
act as active device layers. The DHs are grown on a GaAs wafer 
with a lattice matched Al 0.95 Ga 0.05 As sacrifi cial layer, to enable 
release by epitaxial liftoff. Figure  2 a schematically illustrate 
these layers on a GaAs substrate (unreleased), and transfer 
printed onto a glass substrate with a 25 µm thick layer of a photo-
defi nable epoxy (SU-8) layer, and onto a glass substrate with a 
25 µm thick air gap in between. The SU-8 layer and the air gap 
are suffi ciently thick that the underlying glass substrates have 
negligible effects on the evanescent photon outcoupling from 
the GaAs DH layers. Figure  2 b presents photoluminescence 
(PL) decay measurements for these various substrates (GaAs, 
SU-8 and air) under excitation at 776 nm. At high carrier densi-
ties, the radiative recombination lifetimes,  τ , are (0.46 ± 0.03) ns, 
(1.64 ± 0.01) ns and (2.22 ± 0.14) ns, for GaAs DH layers on 
GaAs, SU-8 and air, respectively. These results are consistent 
with inhibition of spontaneous emission by use of low-index 
substrates and, therefore, signifi cant enhancements in the 
emission lifetime as well as the photon recycling. [ 16,17 ]  Figure  2 c 
plots 1/ τ  as a function of 1sub

2n + , where  n  sub  is the refractive 
index of the substrate material ( n  sub  = 3.5, 1.5 and 1.0 for GaAs, 
SU-8 and air, respectively). The linear relationship between 1/ τ  
and 1sub

2n +  is consistent with theory. [ 16 ]   
  Figure    3  a shows microscale, thin-fi lm GaAs solar cells 

placed on different substrates using similar epitaxial liftoff and 
printing approaches. The cells (with an active device area of 
about 0.39 mm 2 ) use a vertical GaAs homojunction with metal-
ized contacts on both p and n sides (Figure  3 b,c). Figure  3 d pre-
sents a representative cell on a patterned fi lm of SU-8, where 
the majority of the cell area remains suspended over an air 
gap (25 µm thick). Figure  3 e plots the corresponding current-
voltage response under one-sun illumination (AM1.5g spec-
trum). The cell (without an ARC) reaches a short-circuit current 
( I  sc ) of 62.8 µA, an  V  oc  of 0.96 V and a fi ll factor ( FF ) of 82%, 
corresponding to an effi ciency of ≈12.7%.  

 As demonstrated in Figure  2 b, the refractive index of the 
substrate medium affects the spontaneous emission rate and 
the photon recycling processes. Analytically, the  V  oc  can be 
expressed as [ 18 ] 
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 where  V  db  is the ideal  V  oc  obtained at the detailed balance 
limit,  η  ext  is the external luminescent effi ciency for the 
emitted photo ns escaping from the cell front surface,  η  int  
is the internal luminescent effi ciency, and escP  and absP  are 
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 Figure 1.    Schematic illustrations of photon dynamics in MJ solar cells 
with a) a high-index interface and b) a low-index interface.
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the averaged probabilities of photon escape and re-absorp-
tion, respectively. escP  and absP  are determined by the optical 
properties of the GaAs device layers as well as the substrate 
index  n . 

  Figure    4  a shows the relationship between  V  oc  and substrate 
index  n , for different  η  int . Since increases in  n  lead to reduc-
tions in escP  and increases in absP ,  V  oc  decreases monotonically 
with  n . These analytical results are qualitatively consistent with 
one-sun current-voltage measurements (Figure  4 b and  4 c) on 
multiple GaAs cells (≈30 cells) placed on different substrates, 
as shown in Figure  3 a. The cells printed on Si substrates with 
low-index interfaces (air gap and SU-8) exhibit higher  V  oc  (0.970 
V ± 0.003 V and 0.973 V ± 0.003 V for air and SU-8 interfaces, 
respectively) than unreleased cells on high-index GaAs sub-
strates (0.959 V ± 0.003 V). The  I  sc  for all the cells remain sim-
ilar. The averaged one-sun effi ciencies are increased from 12.7% 
for unreleased GaAs cells to about 12.8% for cells with air and 
SU-8 interfaces. The experimental values of  V  oc  (0.95–0.98 V) 
are lower than the theoretically calculated values (1.05–1.15 V), 
likely due to the non-optimal electrical design, which leads to 
a lower  V  db . The averaged  V  oc  measured for the cells with the 
air gap interface are lower than that for cells with the SU-8 
interface. This deviation from theoretical predictions is likely 
associated with the mechanical instabilities (for example, slight 
bowing) for the cells suspended over the air gaps, as well as 
measurement variations. As discussed below, one-sun illumina-
tion induces negligible temperature changes for all the cells on 
various substrates. Therefore, thermal effects can be excluded 
as a source of variations in  V  oc  and  I  sc .  

 The most practical embodiments MJ cells for terrestrial use 
require optical concentrators, to enable low-cost and high-effi -
ciency operation. Under high power irradiance, thermal man-
agement is critically important. A focused laser beam (488 nm, 
tunable power) incident on cells with different substrates 
shown in Figure  3 a serves to simulate the thermal effects of 
concentrated sunlight.  Figure    5  a compares the experiential and 
the simulated (using steady state conjugate heat transfer fi nite 
element model) maximum temperatures on the surfaces of 
the cells, as a function of absorbed laser power between 0 and 
0.13 W. Under irradiance power equivalent to one-sun illumina-
tion (≈5 × 10 −4  W), temperature changes are negligible for all 
cases. As the power increases, temperatures increase for cells 
with air gap and SU-8 interfaces, while the temperatures for 
cells on GaAs remain close to room temperature. Figure  5 b pre-
sents measured and simulated temperature distributions (map 
size: 0.7 mm × 0.7 mm) on the cell surfaces for an absorbed 
laser power of 0.13 W, which is equivalent to the irradiance 
power at a concentration level of about 250 suns. The max-
imum surface temperatures for air gap, SU-8 and GaAs inter-
faces are measured to be 134 °C, 56 °C and 22 °C, respectively, 
which agree with the simulation results. These temperature 
differences can be attributed to differences in thermal conduc-
tivities of the different interface materials (0.02 W/m/K for air, 
0.2 W/m/K for SU-8 and 55 W/m/K for GaAs). The results sug-
gest that thermal management is important to consider, particu-
larly for low-index interfaces that have low thermal conductivity 
(e.g., air gap or SU-8). An effective way to minimize increases 
in cell temperature is to reduce the thickness of the low index 
material, as shown for the case of an air gap in Figure  5 c. Here, 
the calculated maximum temperature decreases from 130 °C to 
20 °C, as the gap size decreases from 25 µm to 0 µm. Mean-
while, the optical refl ectance at the interface (calculated 
using Equation  ( 1)   decreases as the gap size approaches the 
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 Figure 2.    a) Schematic illustrations of GaAs DH layers on substrates with 
different interface materials. b) Measured PL intensity decays. c) Plot of 
the relationship between PL decay lifetime  τ  and interface refractive index 
 n . In agreement with theory, 1/ τ  is linearly proportional to 1sub

2n + .
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sub-wavelength scale, due to the increased evanescent coupling. 
Air gaps of ≈200–1000 nm balance these competing considera-
tions in optical and thermal performance. The inset of Figure  5 c 
illustrates the measured temperature distribution for a GaAs 
cell printed on a Si substrate with a 500 nm thick air gap inter-
face. The maximum cell temperature is around 35 °C, in agree-
ment with the numerical calculation.  

 The results demonstrated here indicate that MJ device archi-
tectures with low-index interfaces can effectively improve  V  oc  
for the top cell due to enhanced photon recycling processes. 
To enable low energy photons to pass through the top cell and 
reach the bottom cell with minimized losses, anti-refl ective 
coatings can be introduced between the cells and the low-index 
interface materials (air or SU-8), as illustrated in  Figure    6  a. 
While these ARCs allow low energy photons to pass through 
the top cell, total internal refl ection (TIR) conditions remain 
for re-emitted photons, since the critical angle  θ  c  for TIR is still 
determined by the solar cell material and the low-index inter-
face material ( n ncsin /air cellθ = ). As a result, photon recycling 
processes inside the top cell are largely unaffected by the ARCs. 

Figure  6 b shows a proof-of-concept device layout made using 
a silicon/germanium (Si/Ge) stacked structure with an air gap 
interface. More realistic device demonstrations can be achieved 
using semiconductors with high luminescence effi ciencies 
such as GaAs and InGaAs. A thin-fi lm Si layer (size 0.7 mm × 
0.7 mm, thickness 10 µm) released from a silicon-on-insulator 
wafer printed onto a Ge substrate with patterned posts of SU-8 
forms a 25 µm thick air gap in between. A 150 nm thick layer 
of HfO 2  ( n  ≈ 2.0) formed on both front and back surfaces of 
the Si as well as the front surface of the Ge, using atomic layer 
deposition (ALD), forms an ARC. Refl ection spectra measured 
and simulated for the Si/air gap/Ge stacked structures with 
and without ARCs appear in Figure  6 c,d, respectively, for wave-
lengths between 1150 nm and 1800 nm, where photons can 
pass through the Si to be absorbed by the Ge. The introduction 
of ARCs greatly suppresses the Fresnel refl ection losses at the 
cell/air interfaces, by reducing the averaged refl ectance from 
61% (without ARCs) to 13% (with ARCs). Further improve-
ments in optical effi ciencies can be achieved, for example, by 
using multilayered ARCs at all of the cell surfaces. [ 19 ]    
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 Figure 3.    a) Schematic illustrations of GaAs microscale solar cells on substrates with different interface materials. b) Optical microscopy image (top 
view) of a GaAs cell (0.7 mm × 0.7 mm) with ohmic contacts. c) Cross sectional device layout of the GaAs cell. d) SEM image (tilted view) of a GaAs 
cell printed on patterned SU-8, with a 25 µm air gap in between. e) Measured current-voltage characteristic for a GaAs cell under AM1.5g illumination.

 Figure 4.    a) Calculated behavior of  V  oc  for ideal GaAs cells on substrates with different refractive indices, at different internal luminescent effi ciency 
 η  int . b) Measured  V  oc  for micro GaAs cells on different substrates (air, SU-8 and GaAs). c) Measured  I  sc  for micro GaAs cells on different substrates 
(air, SU-8 and GaAs).
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  3.     Conclusion 

 In summary, the results presented here illustrate an MJ solar 
cell architecture in which effi ciency improvements are achieved 
by using low refractive index interfaces between different sub-
cells. Released thin-fi lm GaAs micro cells printed on structures 
with low-index air and SU-8 interfaces exhibit enhanced photon 
recycling effects and thus increased  V  oc . This device design 
can be applied to practical MJ devices, such as InGaP/GaAs 
double junction or InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs triple junction cells, 
with potential to reach higher cell effi ciencies than those pos-
sible with conventional devices and to eliminate requirements 
of lattice and current matching. In addition, vertically stacked 
device architectures realized by processes of epitaxial liftoff and 
transfer printing avoid complexities in optical design associated 
with other spectral splitting methods. [ 20,21 ]  For cells that operate 
under high concentrations, additional issues in thermal man-
agement must be considered. Thermally conductive interface 
materials such as low-index oxides or fl uids might be used to 
replace air or SU-8, thereby facilitating heat dissipation. The 
collective set of design and assembly concepts presented here 
provide potential routes to PV devices that further approach 
thermodynamic limits in effi ciency.  

  4.     Experimental Section 
  Fabrication of GaAs Double Heterostructures (DH) and Micro Solar 

Cells : The GaAs DH and solar cell device structures were grown on GaAs 
substrates using metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). 
The DH structure (from bottom to top) included: the GaAs substrate, a 
500 nm Al 0.95 Ga 0.05 As sacrifi cial layer, a 5 nm GaAs protection layer, a 
100 nm n-Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As ( n  = 3 × 10 18  cm −3 ), a 1000 nm p-GaAs ( p  = 
5 × 10 17  cm −3 ), a 100 nm p-Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As ( p  = 3 × 10 18  cm −3 ), and another 
5 nm GaAs protection layer. The solar cell structure (from bottom to top) 
included: the GaAs substrate, a 500 nm Al 0.95 Ga 0.05 As sacrifi cial layer, a 
700 nm In 0.5 Ga 0.5 P supporting layer, a 300 nm p-GaAs ( p  = 3 × 10 19  cm −3 ) 
bottom contact layer, a 100 nm p-Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As ( p  = 5 × 10 18  cm −3 ) back 
surface fi eld (BSF) layer, a 2500 nm p-GaAs ( p  = 1 × 10 17  cm −3 ) base layer, a 
100 nm n-GaAs ( n  = 2 × 10 18  cm −3 ) emitter layer, a 25 nm n-In 0.5 Ga 0.5 P ( n  = 
2 × 10 18  cm −3 ) window layer and a 200 nm n-GaAs ( n  = 1 × 10 19  cm −3 ) top 
contact layer. Zn and Si served as p-type and n-type dopants, respectively. 
10 nm Cr/200 nm Au served as electrical contacts. The DH and solar cell 
devices (size 0.7 mm × 0.7 mm) were lithographically fabricated, with the 
Al 0.95 Ga 0.05 As sacrifi cial layer removed by a hydrofl uoric acid (HF) based 
solution (ethanol:HF = 1.5:1 by volume). [ 22,23 ]  Subsequently, individual 
DH and solar cells devices were transfer printed onto other substrates 
(glass and Si) with different interfaces (air gap and SU-8) using shaped 
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 Figure 5.    a) Simulated and measured maximum temperatures reached on the front surfaces for cells on different substrates, as a function of absorbed 
laser power. b) Measured and simulated temperature distributions on cell surfaces with an absorbed laser power of 0.13 W. Map size: 0.7 mm × 0.7 mm. 
c) Simulated optical refl ectance at the cell/air gap interface and maximum temperature for a cell with the air gap interface with an absorbed laser power 
of 0.13 W, as a function of the air gap thickness. Inset: measured temperature distributions on a GaAs cell printed on Si with a 500 nm thick air gap.

 Figure 6.    a) Schematic illustration of a MJ cell structure with an air gap 
interface and ARCs at all the semiconductor/air interfaces. b) SEM image 
(tilted view) of a Si thin fi lm (size 0.7 mm × 0.7 mm, 10 µm thick) printed 
on a Ge substrate with an air gap interface formed by patterned SU-8 
posts, as a proof of concept demonstration. c) Measured and d) simu-
lated refl ectance spectra for the Si/air gap/Ge stacked structures with and 
without ARCs made by 150 nm ALD HfO 2 .
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PDMS stamps. [ 24 ]  The air gaps (0.5 mm × 0.5 mm) were formed by 
lithographically defi ned patterns in SU-8 (25 µm thick). 

  Device Characterization : Photoluminescence (PL) decay measurements 
were performed using GaAs DH layers printed on different substrates. 
Excitation light was generated by using a supercontinuum laser (NKT 
Photonics EXR-15) passed through a bandpass fi lter (center wavelength 
776 nm, FWHM = 10 nm). PL intensity was collected by a single photon 
detector (ID Quantique id100–20). The current-voltage curves of GaAs 
solar cells were measured by a Keithley 2400 source meter under 
standard AM1.5g illumination. 

  Thermal Measurement and Modeling : Steady-state temperature 
distributions on the top surface of microcells on different substrates were 
measured by a thermal imaging camera (FLIR A655sc), under irradiance 
generated with an argon laser beam (center wavelength 488 nm, Gaussian 
beam width 0.35 mm, TM polarized). A 3D steady-state heat transfer 
fi nite element analysis model was developed (COMSOL Multiphysics) 
to evaluate the temperature rise during the laser heating. The model 
accounted for the heat transfer through different interfaces (air, SU-8 and 
GaAs) underneath the cells, as well as the natural heat convection to the 
atmosphere due to air interaction with cell surfaces. Furthermore, the 
thermal radiation from cells to the atmosphere was included in the model 
assuming an emissivity of 0.7 for GaAs. It should be noted that near-fi eld 
heat transfer effects were not taken into account into our model, which 
may cause some deviations at sub-micrometer length scales. 

  Optical Refl ection Measurement and Modeling : Infrared refl ectance 
spectra for the Si/air gap/Ge stacked structures with and without ARCs 
were measured using a microscope-coupled Fourier transform infrared 
(FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker Vertex). The transfer matrix method was 
used to simulate optical refl ections of the multilayer structures.  
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